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ABSTRACT- Unlike other computing and 

networking is plagued by one significant problem: the lack of a well
standard for comparing system efficiency, namely a benchmark. We contend that this scenario 
may eventually be an obstacle to 
Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). This article discusses a latest project to address 
this condition with a view to broadening group involvement
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INTRODUCTION-Wireless communication with low power is a main enabler for Internet of 

Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) computing. Particular attention has been g
to network stacks promoting multi
implementation of systems. The efficiency of these network piles has been greatly improved over 
the past century: near-perfect efficiency is now a truth and
low latency and energy consumption.

Despite the performance claims in
many cases where these claims are
extent to which the results of one
order to achieve this status quo, we need a prevalent, agreed
performance — i.e., a benchmark.
low-power wireless networking benchmark.

GOALS-Our benchmarking effort's overriding objective is to provide a normal and coherent 

manner to test and compare low-
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we find key stakeholders: I scientists who want to assess fresh protocols 
baselines, ii) firms to demonstrate the benefit of their protocols, and iii) clients to assist 
determine protocol weaknesses objectively.
offs that meet three stakeholders ' requir

 The benchmark should be
equate background data to

 It should be easy and minimalist to benchmark. This objective guarantees the widest
feasible application of a benchmark.

 The benchmark should suggest adequate tests and metrics to enhance the experimental 
state. Benchmarking is therefore also an chance to inform the society about best 
practices. 

 The benchmark should allow
power wireless protocols.

CONTRIBUTION AND ROADMAP
be resolved in order to understand the above view.In developing th
debating the strategy (§ II). This begins with an implementation diagnostic concept of 
application profiles and efficiency metrics (§ III) and eventually seeks to accomplish the 
implementation (§ IV) of an experimental configurati
monitored and reproduced. Finally, we address the current status of our original attempts (§ V) 
along with some of the main components that we hope to determine the benchmark's practical 
implementation; these are the aspe
VI) for future operations. 

DESIGN SPACE AND APPROACH
benchmark. On the one side, as shown in Fig. 2, we would like the benchmark to be as parti
and representative as feasible, i.e. covering a broad range of applications, technical methods and 
experimental installations.On the other side, the wish to allow precise, honest and repeatable 
comparison moves towards a very thorough and prescriptiv
resulting in the (unwanted) end of having him to compare in precisely the same experimental 
circumstances.A more subtle task, however, is to avoid an infrastructure easily accessible from 
efficiently "locking" a research community to a prevalent hardware / software platform, 
efficiently stifling creativity. 

we find key stakeholders: I scientists who want to assess fresh protocols against earlier ones or 
baselines, ii) firms to demonstrate the benefit of their protocols, and iii) clients to assist 
determine protocol weaknesses objectively.There is a collection of common objectives and trade
offs that meet three stakeholders ' requirements fairly: 

be experimentally reproducible. A benchmark should
to recreate the tests to accomplish this objective.

It should be easy and minimalist to benchmark. This objective guarantees the widest
feasible application of a benchmark. 

The benchmark should suggest adequate tests and metrics to enhance the experimental 
state. Benchmarking is therefore also an chance to inform the society about best 

allow coherent comparisons across important metrics
. 

CONTRIBUTION AND ROADMAP- We outline in this document the difficulties that need to 
be resolved in order to understand the above view.In developing this benchmark, we start by 
debating the strategy (§ II). This begins with an implementation diagnostic concept of 
application profiles and efficiency metrics (§ III) and eventually seeks to accomplish the 
implementation (§ IV) of an experimental configuration that allows the benchmark to be 
monitored and reproduced. Finally, we address the current status of our original attempts (§ V) 
along with some of the main components that we hope to determine the benchmark's practical 
implementation; these are the aspects on which we complete the document with an perspective (§ 

DESIGN SPACE AND APPROACH-We experience competing demands when developing our 
benchmark. On the one side, as shown in Fig. 2, we would like the benchmark to be as parti
and representative as feasible, i.e. covering a broad range of applications, technical methods and 
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community to a prevalent hardware / software platform, 
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IOTBENCH PARAMETERS, METRICS AND PROFILES-We aim to provide IoTBench, a 
benchmark for IoT, with a well-defined framework, without restricting the range of its 
applicability. 

PARAMETERS AND METRICS-In the concept of IoTBench, we identify main categories 

of parameters and metrics. 

 Input parameters-These are the amounts that consumers supply to a certain benchmark 
run as feedback. They are fully controlled by the user and should, in theory, be 
autonomous of each other and of the protocol engaged in a benchmark run. 

 Output metrics-As a consequence of operating a benchmark, consumers acquire amounts. 
They are entirely determined by the conduct of a specified protocol provided a specified 
number of entry metrics and therefore out of of the command of the user. 

 Observed metrics-Are amounts also obtained by customers as a consequence of a 
benchmark run, typically to characterize the atmosphere when a benchmark is running 

The metrics can be grouped as- 

System parameters: Topology of the network, connection characteristics, and habits of 
mobility. These can either be incorporated into a benchmark run or noted depending on 
the type of the metric. 

Traffic parameters: traffic loads, traffic patterns and amount of sources. These 
measurements should always be entered into a run.A prerequisite for a reasonable 
contrast between distinct procedures is that the precise same sets of input parameters 
determine their behavior 

External metrics: External interference and the existence of individuals are noted 
eminently. Similar to the above example for traffic parameters, a prerequisite for a 
reasonable comparison of distinct protocols is that these observed metrics are similar 
across distinct protocol cycles. 

Performance metrics: They constitute the quantitative foundation for comparing distinct 
protocols and, considering certain tasks to all entry parameters, must be determined 
exclusively by the conduct of a protocol. 

Experiment parameters: Typically input is the amount of repeats and the appropriate 
standard deviation of main efficiency metrics. 

PROFILES-A profile is a potentially partial allocation of concrete scores to input parameters 

and an accurate definition of observed and evaluated performance metrics. In other words, a 
profile is a set of points determined by n input parameters in the n-dimensional space. 
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IMPLEMENTATION-Profiles and metrics should be continuously deposited in a database 

connected to a centralized government repository regardless of whether findings are achieved 
experimentally or in simulation[1]. The latter should comprise all benchmarked protocols and 
applications to enable anyone to re-run a specified experiment or simulation[1], and should 
readily allow a customer to download the source code used in a particular assessment[1], e.g. for 
reviewing used parameters[2][3]. In addition, a Web browser should summarize which 
alternatives worked best for each profile[4]. 

EARLY ADOPTION INITIATIVES-We plan to assess a variety of multi-hop mesh 

routing protocols against original, easy benchmark profiles as a first concrete job element. This 
will pose a amount of advantages: I obtain original expertise in constructing benchmark profiles, 
ii) provide appropriate information for assessment of reproducibility, and iii) increase 
consciousness of the benchmark[5]. 

CONCLUSIONS-The suggested benchmark initiative's roadmap must culminate in a collection 
of materialized ideas that have a immediate effect on appropriate stakeholders, including sector 
and academia. The most immediate implementation is the implementation of the benchmark in 
the process system of accreditation, either by current certified firms or by a fresh organization 
dedicated to it. In either case, certified organizations may use the benchmark procedures and 
outcomes to complement or stretch certification processes to rank the technology assessed under 
certain settings. This project should aim to coexist and complement current industry-driven IoT 
benchmarks in order to be effective. 
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